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Abstract 
 

This thesis describes the process that Gísli Jóhann Grétarsson, composer, and Margrét Brynjarsdóttir, librettist/singer, 
faced while writing their mini opera Dimmalimm in 2009.  

The thesis focuses on the changes and alternations that where made in the music and libretto while writing the opera.  
It also discusses why one path was taken rather than another.  
 

The following parts of the process are discussed: 

 The original story used to write the opera (The Story of Dimmalimm by Guðmundur Thorsteinsson) 

 The limitations of the pre organized structure of the opera 

 The dramatization and interpretation of the libretto, the music and stage directions in the libretto. 

 The collaboration between the composer and the librettist of Dimmalimm in comparison to similar collaborations 
throughout history. 
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Introduction and Background 

 
As opera lovers and musical scholars, we, the composer (Gísli Jóhann Grétarsson) and the librettist (Margrét Brynjars-
dóttir) were very eager to write our own short opera, a mini opera, (see About Mini Opera) and interested to know what 
such a process would be like. We started our journey in the spring of 2009 when the idea came to us. We used that fol-
lowing summer to write a test opera, The Seal Man, partly based on a song by another composer, Rebecca Clarke. It was 
then that we realized that we were capable of seeing such a project through. Of course we made many mistakes but the 
audience was pleased and we were satisfied with the result as well. We wanted to have another go at a similar project 
but with the help of our teachers and mentors. With that in mind we decided to use our new opera as the subject of our 
Bachelor thesis. 

We used an Icelandic fairytale written in 1921 called The Story of Dimmalimm by Guðmundur Thorsteinsson.1 The story is 
about a young princess and an enchanted prince (see The Original Story). The story is full of moral values and is meant to 
inspire young children. With this story in mind we started our journey to write our 40 minute long mini opera. 

 

Purpose, Focus and Questions 
This thesis will focus on the changes and alternations that we made in the music and libretto2 while writing the mini op-
era Dimmalimm. It will also discuss why one path was taken rather than another. The two main questions of this thesis 
are: 

 What changes/alternations were made in the text and/or in the music? 

 Why did these changes/alternations occur?  

These questions will be divided into more precise topics: 

 The original story (The Story of Dimmalimm) 

 The limitations of our pre organized structure 

 The dramatization and interpretation of the libretto, the music and stage directions3 in the libretto. 

 The collaboration between the composer and the librettist in comparison to similar collaborations throughout his-
tory. 

By reflecting on the two main questions and these four more precise topics we hope to have a better understanding of 
what such a process might look like. It is often said: learning by doing. By doing this opera we wish to get a better un-
derstanding of which decisions lie behind every word, tone and subtext when writing a mini opera. This will help us to 
both create our own music and to interpret the music of others.  We hope that our thesis will be useful for other compos-
ers and writers to learn from our process; both from our mistakes and accomplishments.  

 

                                                
1 Guðmundur Thorsteinsson. Sagan af Dimmalimm (Reykjavík: Vaka-Helgafell, 2006), back cover. 
2 Libretto is the text used in opera. It includes both stage directions and dialogues. The word libretto is an Italian word 
and means the little book. 
3 By that we mean the text in the libretto that describes what happens on stage and the subtext behind the dialogues. 
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Methods 
To follow the process we made a portfolio where we noted the progresses, changes and our reflections in every step of 
the way, while writing the text and music.  The portfolio included a diary, some sketches and the original plans from 
different stages of the project and some recordings from the lessons with our creative instructors in composition and 
libretto writing.    

When learning a trade or a method of any kind it is important to compare the work of others to ones own. In this thesis 
we will briefly compare the collaboration of other composers and librettists to our own. 

Previous Research 
There have been written several dictionaries, encyclopedias and books about opera in historical context. It is however, 
difficult to find literature that focuses on how to write an opera. We contacted Anders Wiklund, professor in musical 
drama at the University of Gothenburg, who recommended several books that we used in our thesis. The books that we 
ended up using from Wiklund’s list are: 

The Verdi-Boito Correspondence is about the letters between Giuseppe Verdi4 and Arrigo Boito5 when they worked to-
gether on the operas Otello and Falstaff. It was very interesting to see how they collaborated and how their operas 
evolved every step of the way. What was especially interesting for us was to see letters from both the composer and 
the librettist. In other books it is normally only from one person.  

Letters of Puccini includes the letters between Giacomo Puccini6 and his editor, Giulio Ricordi. There we could read all 
about Puccini’s frustration when working with the librettists Luigi Illica and Giuseppe Giacosa. It gave us a priceless 
view on their collaboration, and how difficult such a process can be. 

The Librettist of Venice. The Remarkable Life of Lorenzo Da Ponte. This book draws a very interesting picture of how the 
life of a librettist in Vienna looked like in the time of Mozart7. It also gives a fascinating glimpse at how Da Ponte8 
and Mozart wrote their three operas together that will be discussed later in this thesis. 

After a long search on the Internet we found two other books that were useful to us:  

Edgar Istel’s  The Art of Writing Opera-Librettos: Practical Suggestions  
This is an appealing handbook on how to write an opera libretto, and gives examples from the opera repertoire, 
which showed us how the libretto has been used throughout history.  

Tudor Feraru’s doctoral thesis, Fantasy and Drama: Composing and Opera For the 21st Century Audience, is a great exam-
ple on how to write about the process of writing an opera. It was very useful to see how he wrote about his compos-
ing process and formed his thesis. His way of writing about the original tale, the characters, etc. gave us examples on 
which topics to write about in thesis. 

There are numerous books on writing musicals, shows and setting words to music, all of which focus on other genres 
than classical music. From this group of books we only looked at Writing Musical Theater by Allen Cohen & Steven L. 
Rosenhaus. This is a handbook for musical writers and gives the tools needed when writing a musical. The use of this 
book will be further discussed in The Original Plan. 

 

 
                                                
4 Giuseppe Verdi (1813 – 1901), an Italian opera composer. One of the most important opera composers throughout his-
tory. 
5 Arrigo Boito (1842 – 1918), an Italian poet, journalist and composer. Best know for being Verdi’s librettist.  
6 Giacomo Puccini (1858 – 1924), an Italian opera composer. 
7 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791), an Austrian keyboardist, violin player and one of the greatest composers of 
all time. 
8 Lorrenzo Da Ponte (1749 – 1838), an Venetian opera librettist and poet. Best known today for the librettos he wrote for 
Mozart. 
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About Mini Opera 
The root of our mini opera concept comes from our longing to make opera more inviting to the “first-time opera-goer”. 
Why a mini opera?  It seems like we, the younger generations, get easily impatient or bored if we have to wait for some-
thing since we are used to getting what we want without much trouble or delay. On that note we got the idea to make a 
mini opera because it is short, gets straight to the point and has all the tears, laughter and the extravagance of the classical 
opera, which we love. 

Mini Opera vs. Chamber Opera 
The idea of a small-scaled opera has been around for quite some time. It has become a custom to categorize all smaller 
operas as chamber opera. The definition of the term chamber opera is as follows:  

 Term applied to operas with comparatively small no. of singers and orch. players, e.g. Britten’s  
 The Rape of Lucretia and The turn of the Screw [...] 9  

In this definition the matter of the length of the chamber opera is never discussed, which is an important factor in our 
definition of mini opera.  

Our definition of the term mini opera is: 

 Opera in two or more acts of maximum 40 minutes in performance.10 

 An ensemble of max. 5 musicians (instrumental) and 1 conductor (if needed) 

 Apart from the instrumentalists; no more than 5 individuals (singers/dancers/actors), with at least 1 classical 
singer. 

 It must be easy to tour with the opera, so it should not take more than a day to build the stage. 

To our best knowledge the term mini opera has not been defined. However the term mini-opera (written with a dash) has 
previously been used in some countries to describe a short chamber opera (e.g. in Uzbekistan the mini-opera term is used 
freely11). Outside of the classical world of music the term mini opera has been used to describe a small rock opera (e.g. The 
Who’s storytelling medley: A Quick One While He’s Away12) and sometimes even music videos (e.g. Jonas Åkerlund’s 
video Telephone with Lady Gaga and Beyonce)13. 

Throughout history, having a small number of singers and orchestra players did not necessarily mean that the opera had 
to be shorter in length. However, there are some operas that are quite short but most of them have a full orchestra of 100 
players or more (e.g. Richard Strauss’14 opera Ariadne auf Naxos).   

The main difference between most other short or minimalistic operas and our opera is that our Dimmalimm is a short 
opera in two or more acts with a small ensemble. These three factors combined is the basic structure of what we call mini 
opera and has not, to our knowledge, been defined before. There might be some operas already written that fit the mini 
opera definition, which we are not aware of. However, we hope that in the future other opera composers and librettists 
will feel free to use the mini opera definition when writing a new opera. 

                                                
9 Michael Kennedy.”chamber music”. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Music. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).  
10 Mini opera is a miniature version of the grand opera that always has more than one act. Therefore have we decided 
that the mini opera must have more then one act. 
11 Julia Usmanova. “Mini opera in Uzbekistan.” San’at (Art) 2, (2006): 11.  
http://www.sanat.orexca.com/eng/2-06/opera.shtml, retrieved:  March 21, 2010. 
12 “The Who”, Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=The_Who&oldid=351147490, 
retrieved: March 21, 2010. 
13 Daniel Björk, “Snabbfakta om Lady Gaga”, Svenska Dagbladet, (May 7, 2010), 
http://www.svd.se/kulturnoje/nyheter/snabbfakta-om-lady-gaga_4683125.svd, retrieved: May 12, 2010. 
14 Richard Strauss (1864 - 1949), a German composer and conductor. 
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Dimmalimm - A Short Synopsis 
Act 1 – In the castle 

Dimmalimm (Mezzo-soprano) is a young and beautiful princess. She is locked in her own castle by her evil guardian, 
Turannos Grim (Baritone), who always keeps an eye on her. Turannos has planned for many years to rule this kingdom 
so he has decided to marry Dimmalimm today because tomorrow she will turn 18 and become the queen. Turannos has 
destroyed all that has been in his way with the help of his magical staff (e.g. Dimmalimm’s parents, his own father and 
all of Dimmalimm’s suitors). Ammaramm (Tenor), a prince from a faraway land, has been traveling the world to find his 
true love (or just a princess that will marry him), and has finally come to Dimmalimm’s castle. Turannos meets Am-
maramm, changes him into a swan and throws him out into the deep forest. When Dimmalimm finds out that Turannos 
is determined to marry her she is horrified and sings a mournful aria15.  She however decides to be in control of her own 
destiny and flees from the castle and the evil guardian with help from her two loyal maids.   

 

Act 2 – In the forest 

Dimmalimm runs into the forest outside of the castle and rests for a little while. She meets a strange bird that starts to the 
eat food from her basket as soon as she looks away. When Dimmalimm finds out what the bird has done, she becomes 
irritated and starts collecting her things and placing them back in the basket. Whilst doing so she finds Turannos’ red 
ruby (which normally sits on his magic staff, but the maids had put it in Dimmalimm’s basket, in the first act, to help 
her). When the bird sees the ruby it touches it and is transformed into the prince Ammaramm. Overcome by joy Am-
maramm sings to Dimmalimm about his home and his gratitude towards her. He has already decided to marry her and 
is even more determined to do so when he realized that she is a princess. They sing a beautiful duet16 where Dim-
malimm explains that she does not want to be married but has decided to return to the castle, face Turannos and save 
her kingdom from his evil claws. Ammaramm now understands that he has found his true love in Dimmalimm and de-
cides to secretly reach the castle before her and fight Turannos on her behalf. They part in friendship and go, each in 
their own direction. 

 

Act 3 – In the castle 

Turannos, filled with greed and desire to rule, sings his own disturbed aria. He’s certain that his plan has worked and 
gloats over his victory meanwhile he lusts for Dimmalimm. Ammaramm has been lurking in the corner and hears every-
thing. He dares Turannos to a duel. Ammaramm is already helpless and near to losing the fight when Turannos realizes 
that his powerful ruby is missing from the staff. In walks Dimmalimm with the red ruby in her outstretched hand, with 
the maids by her side. It’s already midnight and Dimmalimm has turned 18 without marrying Turannos. All three, 
Dimmalimm, Ammaramm and Turannos, sing in terzetto17 “she is 18”. Using the ruby, Dimmalimm magically trans-
forms Turannos into a helpless, disgusting creature. The opera finishes in a freeze moment, where all the characters, 
even the royal orchestra, stand up to support Dimmalimm and banish the evil Turannos. 

  

                                                
15 An expressive melody, performed by singer, where the time normally stops and characters tell their inner feelings. 
16 A song for two voices. 
17 A musical composition for 3 voices. 
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Dimmalimm – Instrumentation and Finding People to Work With  
When we had decided what roles we would have in our opera, we started looking for singers that could fill them. Since 
there weren’t that many male singers in our school it was quite easy to choose which two singers could play the male 
roles. Our leading role, Dimmalimm, was decided from the very beginning; it was written for Margrét (the librettist) 
since her major at this school is actually classical singing, not libretto writing. When the singers for the main roles were 
decided, the music and the characters were shaped around their capabilities as singers and actors. 

The same applied for the instruments in the orchestra, where we used five musicians.  We were willing to try an un-
common combination of instruments. The composer’s (Gísli) basic idea of the instrumentation was to have two wood-
wind instruments, two string instruments, and one instrument that could glue these groups together. With this in mind 
we found people that we knew were highly talented and that were interested to work with us. Gísli met each and every 
one of the musicians separately and talked to them about their instruments and what strange and interesting new 
sounds could be made. Because of these meetings, sounds like the one that symbolizes the swan quack was stumbled up 
on (in that case we used the mouthpiece alone for the contrabassoon, see Figure 1), which made the composing much 
more unique and personal for each instrument.  

 

The instruments used in the opera were:  

Violin 
Viola 

Accordion 
Clarinet in Bb & bass clarinet in Bb 

Bassoon, contrabassoon, tenor saxophone & 
triangle. 

Figure 1: A piece from the bassoon score, showing the swan quack. 
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The Process 

The Original Plan 

Learning by Doing 
To prepare ourselves for Dimmalimm, we wrote another mini opera called The Seal Man. It is based on a song with the 
same name, written in 1926, by the English composer, and violist, Rebecca Clarke. Rebecca chose the lyrics from a short 
story by John Masefield18, however she only composed music to the climax19 of the story and left out both the beginning 
and the end. We used her piece as our base of the composition and the libretto, arranged it for our ensemble (piano, 
clarinet, viola and two singers), and composed the beginning and the end of the story. It became clear to us that it was 
very handy to have the climax already written, which lead the way for the rest of the music and the libretto.  

From this first mini opera we learned how things can be done, and more importantly how things are not to be done. This 
way of learning by doing turned out to be a very useful way to prepare for Dimmalimm. With our experience from The 
Seal Man, we made our original plan for the Dimmalimm opera (see Figure 2). In that plan we tried to write down every-
thing that had to be done, and how and when we were going to do it. With this in hand we started our journey with 
Dimmalimm. 

                                                
18 John Edward Masefield (1878 – 1967), an English poet and writer. 
19 In The New Oxford American Dictionary (second edition), climax is defined as: ,,...the most intense, exciting, or impor-
tant point of something”. 

 
Figure 2: A page from our original plan 
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The Background Work 
Before writing a single word or a note (and before The Seal Man), we did background work to prepare ourselves for the 
project.  
That included:  

Listening to Dr. Robert Greenberg’s20 lectures on CDs from The Teaching Company21: 
How to Listen to and Understand Opera 
In this 32-lecture course (45 minutes/lecture), Dr. Greenberg goes through more then 400 years of opera-history. It gives 
the basic knowledge of how the opera evolved, including what operas and which opera composers were the most influ-
ential in each epoch.  Dr. Greenberg goes thoroughly through how a story can be told with music and drama, and how it 
evolved, from Monteverdi’s22 Orfeo (1607) to Puccini’s Tosca (1900). He goes into details on several important operas, for 
example The Marriage of Figaro by Mozart, The Barber of Seville by Rossini23 and Otello by Verdi. 

This crash course in opera was the beginning of our mini opera. There we got the knowledge we needed to start digging 
ourselves deeper in the fundamentals of opera and what an opera is really about. In this course Dr. Greenberg talks a lot  
about the characters in the opera, and how the music shapes the experience of how we (as opera listeners) connect to the 
characters of the opera. This helped immensely for writing the libretto. 

Life and Operas of Verdi 
This 32-lecture course (45 minutes/lecture), is focused on Giuseppe Verdi, his life and his brilliant operas. By listening to 
parts from every opera of Verdi, the composer (Gísli) became inspired to keep the flow of the music constant. That is, to 
have a flow between the arias and the parlando24 parts, and with as few stops as possible between the two. In our case, 
that means that the singers sing melodies or parts of melodies, even in the parlando parts, instead of having the normal 
recitative25 and aria form.   

Operas of Mozart 
Like the course about Verdi, this 24-lecture course about Mozart goes through his life and his operas. One of Mozart’s 
many talents was making the opera characters come alive with his music. Studying Mozart and his operas, helped us 
when we wanted to make our own opera characters more interesting and more alive. 

Operas: 
The operas listed here were a special inspiration to us. We watched them several times on DVD with the full score in 
front of us. This way we could see what can be done dramatically on stage and when something especially interesting 
happened, we stopped the video and discussed the matter and took notes. These operas became an endless fountain of 
ideas, both musically and dramatically. 

The Barber of Seville26 by Rossini 
This wonderful opera buffa is one of our favorite operas. We watched it many times and it inspired us in many ways: the 
fast tempo, the humor and the colorful character of the music is what affected us the most. This is noticeable in Dim-
malimm at three places; The Princess Song, The Groom and She is 18.  

                                                
20 Robert Greenberg, Ph.D., is music historian-in-residence with San Francisco Performances. He holds a Ph.D. in Music 
Composition from the University of California, Berkeley. He worked for ten years as the host and lecturer for the San 
Francisco Symphony, and is one of the most sought-after lecturer on music history, in USA today. 
21 The lectures can be bought from The Teaching Company’s website: http://www.teach12.com/  
22 Claudio Monteverdi (1567 – 1643), an Italian composer, Viola de gamba player (Baroque instrument, relative to double 
bass) and a singer. 
23 Gioachino Rossini (1792 – 1868), an Italian opera composer. 
24 Parlando is a part of music where the rhythm of the ordinary speech directs how the singer sings the melody.  
25 Recitative is a type of declamatory singing, with rhythm and tempo of speech, but musical tones, normally used in the 
dialog parts of operas. 
26 Rossini, Gioachino: “Il Barbiere di Siviglia (The Barber of Seville)/ Bartoli, G. Quilico, Kuebler, Feller, R. Lloyd; 
Ferro/Schwetzingen Festival (1988)”. DVD. Arthaus Musik, 2003. 
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Don Giovanni27 by Mozart 
This masterpiece is something between an opera seria28 and an opera buffa. It is a serious story with some comedic parts, 
and superb music.  It was also very inspiring and interesting to listen to the opera, knowing that Da Ponte wrote the 
libretto at the same time as he wrote two other librettos. The libretto is actually considered among scholars as his worst 
work.29  

Falstaff30 by Verdi  
This last opera of the old maestro, written when he was 80 years old, is only his second opera buffa of his 26 operas. This 
opera is so different from any other opera. Without a prelude or an overture, it starts right away and does not stop until 
the first act is over. There is no aria or recitative, it is just a long parlando. This exciting way of telling a story, never halt-
ing and always sounding like people talking in a melodic way, had an extreme influence on us. 

Musicals:  
Even though we were writing an opera, we looked at some musicals to get inspired and find ways to tell a story in 
words and music, with dramatization on stage. It was very good to listen to the language we were going to use, i.e. Eng-
lish, because it is completely different from Italian (which is the original language of opera). 

Chess31 by Björn & Benny 
We decided to listen to this Swedish musical, mainly because we live in Sweden and it is so well known here. This grand 
work of Björn and Benny is very different from the other pieces we looked at, with a mixture of folk music and rock. This 
gave us the idea of mixing different types of music together, for example our opera finishes with a tango, something 
very different from a normal opera. 

Books:  
Writing Musical Theater by Allen Cohen & Steven L. Rosenhaus  
This is a how-to-do book for musical writers. It describes which tools are needed when writing a musical, which mistakes 
are common, and how to avoid them. We, however, realized that many of the hints and pointers in this book miss their 
mark if one is not composing a musical. There was a very interesting chapter about character building that was useful to 
read; the book suggested a different musical theme for each character. 

 

The Original Story of Dimmalimm 
“Once upon a time there was a little princess by the name of Dimmalimm”32 

The story of Dimmalimm is one of Iceland's earliest and most beloved children’s books. The author, Guðmundur Thor-
steinsson, (painter, writer and film actor) wrote the story and illustrated it with beautiful watercolor pictures in the early 
1900’s and gave the book to his little niece. Guðmundur died at 23 years from tuberculosis, but the Story of Dimmalimm 
was kept private in his family for almost 20 years before it was first published in 1941.33 
The Story of Dimmalimm has been translated to different languages and different theatrical versions of the book have 
been written and performed for young children.  

                                                
27 Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: “Don Giovanni/Cachemaille, Page, Martinpelto, Pieczonka, M. Ainsley; Bai-
ley/Glyndebourne Festival (1995)”. DVD. Warner Music Vision, 2000. 
28 An Italian “serious” opera, rival to the popular opera buffa. 
29 Rodney Bolt. The Librettist of Venice. The Remarkable Life of Lorenzo Da Ponte. (New York: Bloomsbury, 2006), 164-165. 
30 Verdi, Giuseppe: “Falstaff/White, Ablinger-Sperrhacke, Jericó, Battaglia, Hellekant; Mazzola, Wernicke/d’Aix-en-
Provence Festival (2001)”. DVD. Arthaus Musik, 2002. 
31 Andersson, Benny, Rice, Tim and Ulveus, Björn: “Chess/Körberg, Sjöholm, Ekborg, Eljas/Cirkus (2003)”. DVD. Mono 
Music, 2003. 
32 Thorsteinsson, 1. 
33 Ibid., back cover. 
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The original story of Dimmalimm is a beautiful and innocent story 
about a little princess named Dimmalimm. The story is written for 
young children and most living Icelanders have either read the story 
themselves or have had it read to them by their parents. This was also 
the case for the writers of this thesis. At a young age we got to know 
the little pretty princess Dimmalimm that Thorsteinsson describes in 
his fairytale. The beautiful watercolor paintings that Guðmundur made 
himself were however more memorable than the text (see Figure 3). 
The book is very cleverly done in a way that on the left side of each 
spread is the text and on the right side is a delightful painting for the 
child to look at while the grown up (or someone with reading skills) 
reads the story aloud. The librettist Margrét recalls: “ I read the story, 
time and time again backwards and forwards. There was something so 
fascinating about the book and I remember loving how colorful and 
exiting the fairytale was, it has always been with me since then.”34 
When reading the book again in 2009 we realized how much of our 
memories were mainly based on the pictures of the story, the text 
seemed so foreign to us and all of a sudden the story raised a lot of 
unanswered questions that neither one of us had asked ourselves as 
children. “We had obviously only been looking at the right side of the 
book as kids” said Gísli laughing after reading the story again.  

Since we decided to have the opera only based on Thorsteinsson’s story, 
that is we did not want to turn his book into an opera, we made quite a 
lot of changes to the plot and form of the original story. 

The fundamental difference between the opera Dimmalimm and the 
book is the target group and the amount of characters presented. 

Thorsteinsson’s target group was young children and his story 
presents two characters: a Princess and an enchanted swan (who 
actually was a prince)  

Our target group is however young adults (ca age 16 - 30) and our 
opera has more characters: a Princess, an enchanted swan (who 
actually was a prince), an evil guardian and several smaller rolls as 
servants/swans and the royal orchestra.   

In our memory the story seemed to be perfectly written for an opera. However, as earlier mentioned, when we read the 
story again in 2009, almost twenty years after our last acquaintance with little Dimmalimm, we suddenly started to ques-
tion if the form of story would suite our opera and the target group we had in mind (young adults). The story raised a 
lot of questions for us in 2009 and since we are at the same age as our target group we decided that these questions 
would lead us on while writing The” new” story of Dimmalimm.  

Let us look at some phrases from Thorsteinsson’s book (below in double quotation marks and in bold font) 35 that made 
us stop and wander and helped us creating our own story:  

“She [Dimmalimm] always played by herself in the palace garden” 

This is one of the first lines in The Story of Dimmalimm and we wandered what normal child always plays by it self, especially a 
princess who should have people standing in line wanting to be in her good favor. It is indicated that she has four swans that she 
gives some bread but other than that she has no personal relations.  
Why is Dimmalimm always alone?  
Where is her family, her friends, the other people?  
Does she have anyone at all? 

                                                
34 In lesson with Åsa Unander-Scharin, April 13th 2010. 
35 Thorsteinsson, 1-21. 

 

 
Figure 3:  

Pictures from The Story of Dimmalimm  
by G. Thorsteinsson 
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From these questions we started making the plot to our story:   
Our Dimmalimm was an orphan from the age of 10 when her parents mysteriously were murdered in the forest out-
side of the castle. Until Dimmalimm reaches her legal independent age of 18 she is taken care of by her parents’ chef 
advisor and her legal guardian whom we chose to name Turannos Grim (meaning Evil Tyrant). As the name sug-
gests, Turannos is the evil and deceiving mastermind behind everything that is wrong with Dimmalimm’s kingdom. 
Instead of Dimmalimm having four swans as her only friends we decided to create two loyal servants that watch out 
for her. Dimmalimm has no other personal contacts. 

“ One day Dimmalimm was allowed to go outside the garden. She wanted to see if things were any different there.” 
“Dimmalimm found it so beautiful there that she kept on walking and walking for a long, long time” 

Who was it that allowed Dimmalimm to go outside?  
Had she never been allowed to go outside before? If so why? And why now? 
Is it really just the beauty of the surroundings that drive her to keep walking so far from home?  

In our version Turannos has banned Dimmalimm from going outside of the castle but Dimmalimm always looks out 
her window and wanders what the world outside looks like. The day before her 18th birthday Turannos tells her that 
he will marry her later that same day. Dimmalimm finally takes matters to her own hands and flies as far from the 
castle as her feet can bare her.   

 “the swan came swimming right up to her and looked at her tenderly” 

Dimmalimm came into a  forest and on a little pond was a beautiful swan whom she created a friendship with. She visited the 
swan everyday after this first day. The swan turns later out to be an enchanted prince so we understand why he would try to 
connect with the first person whom he sees but we ask ourselves: 
 Was the swan looking tenderly at Dimmalimm because he saw a way out of his spell or was he truly falling for her? 

Based on how we imagined the prince (see comments below) we felt that it was more fitting for him to be a rather 
vain and (in some ways) naïve person who had travelled the world looking for a princess to marry. When Dim-
malimm then showed him kindness and gave him some attention even though he was only a swan, it touched his 
heart in a way that he hadn’t felt before. 

“But nothing stays the same for very long in this life” 

How can this sentence not jump at you in a book written for five year old children?  
The story that has all been about pretty swans, castles and a princess, all out of sudden becomes in one sentence coldly realistic 
and philosophic at the same time. The story does indeed take a turn after this sentence but is still written in the same children-
fairytale-style. 
 What did Thorsteinsson really mean and why so dramatic all out of sudden?  

We can of course never truly know what Thorsteinsson meant by this phrase, but this change of tone in his story 
gave us the boost we needed to dig deeper.  It was when we saw this phrase that we started thinking outside of the 
box and wander what the story of Dimmalimm could look like in our hands.  

“Finally, she found the swan. But the swan was dead” 

This twist of the story made us pull our hair and twist and turn our minds in every direction. We both knew (from reading the 
story as children) that the swan would turn out to be a prince so we truly wandered  
Why would the swan die? Why didn’t the swan just turn back into a prince without anybody dying?  
What does the death of the swan symbolize? 

We felt that the death of the swan was symbolic for new chapters in life and change, which really appealed to us. 
However, we decided that that it would stop the flow of  the story if the swan would die in our version. Instead the 
swan is magically turned back into a prince when he touches a magic ruby that Dimmalimm has found (explained 
here below) 

The prince said to Dimmalimm: “One day an ugly old woman came this way. She was a witch. She put a spell on me 
and turned me into a swan.”  
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Why would the witch put the spell on the prince?  
Did the prince do something wrong and deserved it or did the witch want something from him?  

We felt that there needed to be a clever reason for the prince being magically transformed that would strengthen the 
plot of the story: The prince who comes from another land has been travelling for a year to look for a princess to 
marry. He hears the tale of the unmarried princess Dimmalimm so he goes to her castle to ask for her hand. When he  
arrives at the castle he meets Turannos who turns him into a swan (with his magical ruby) and sends him deep into 
the forest, to prevent him from marrying Dimmalimm. 
 

Thorsteinsson’s message to his little niece whom he wrote the story to is basically that if young girls are good, sweet and well-
behaved they will be rewarded in life with a prince who can take care of them. There are numerous times that this is shown in the 
story and that helped us to form our own thoughts on what we did not want our story to look like: 

The prince says to Dimmalimm: “You are the good girl who broke the spell. And now we shall be married” 

When the librettist (who is a young woman) read this phrase she wanted to claw her own eyes out! Here was a story written to 
inspire and entertain a young girl around the 1920’s but the librettist seriously doubts the morals that the book is sending. We 
felt that the prince could just as easily have said: “you saved me, so I will reward you by giving you the honor of marrying me!”  
The princess was fond of the swan as her friend.  
Why should she automatically want to marry the prince?  
Is that really what Dimmalimm’s hopes and dreams come to, i.e. to find a prince who wants to marry her?  
This also raised the question of how old Dimmalimm is in the story?  
 
If one looks at Thorsteinsson’s paintings (see Figure 3), Dimmalimm is portrayed as a young child and even though the prince 
looks very young as well it seemed to us that he is supposed to be considered older than Dimmalimm. 
How appropriate is it for the little princess to get married? 

The prince’s way of speaking in this phrase above gave us the idea of the naïve and vain person that we described 
earlier. So instead of making him look like a male chauvinist by choosing these words we decided that he is foreign 
with a strange accent and fairytale-like moral values but a kind heart. So, in the prince’s mind it is only natural that 
he marries the princess, especially if one has saved the other. Of course he only means well. As we mentioned earlier, 
we decided that our Dimmalimm was a teenager soon turning 18 which means that she can truly think for herself 
and make her own conclusions. She realizes that she wants more from life than just a handsome prince so she denies 
his proposal and returns to face Turannos and save her kingdom from his evil ruling.  

To underline his message Thorsteinsson ends The Story of Dimmalimm with these words:  

“All of this came about because Dimmalimm was a good and well-behaved girl.” 

“No one is so sweet and mild as Dimma-limma-limm.  
And nowhere is so fair a child as Dimma-limma-limm.” 

 

When we had written all these ideas down after reading Thorsteinsson book, we knew there was no turning back and 
thus began the process of writing the mini opera Dimmalimm. 
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The Limitations of Our Pre-Organized 

Structure 
The first plan (that we introduced earlier in this chapter) was made before we started writing the mini opera.  
However, shortly after we started to write the music and the libretto we realized that there were many cracks in the 
original structure of the project that created unnecessary limitations to the creation of the opera. Some changes were 
bound to be made from the very beginning of the writing process. 

Below we will list some of the limitations that we faced because of our original structure/plan for the opera. We will 
describe what was changed, why it was changed, and what we did instead.  

 

The Time Limit  
When we started to write the opera, our idea of the time limit was to keep the performance within 20 – 30 minutes. This 
time limit idea was created so we could have a goal to work towards. Once we had developed our own version of the 
original story and started to write the music, we soon realized that 30 minutes would not suffice for the plot that we had 
chosen to work with. We felt that the storyline was more important than the original time limit. We simply had too much 
to tell and not enough minutes to tell it in. Therefore, the time limit in our original definition of mini opera changed to a 
40 minute maximum. 

As the process evolved we found out that even with the 40 minute maximum, it was difficult to hold the time limit. The 
trick was to tell an interesting story with music and words in such a short time. The key was to analyze the material and 
highlight specific places that kept the story alive, never lingering on any one point for too long. When listening to the 
opera, it can be noticed that most of the music flows from one theme to another with very few endings. 

This problem with a pre-organized time limit is a very familiar problem that other composers have had to tackle 
throughout history. A good example of this is when Richard Strauss worked with Hugo von Hofmannsthal on the opera 
Ariadne auf Naxos. In the beginning Hofmannsthal had an idea of a small divertissement (a thirty-minute long chamber 
opera), to be performed after Hofmannsthal’s adaption of Moliére’s play Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. On the premier in 
Stuttgart in 1912, the orchestra played the music by Strauss as incidental music for the play and then ended on perform-
ing the opera, which was ninety minutes long. Because of this extra hour of music by Strauss, the whole performance 
(play and opera) became more then six hours long.36 

Compared to Strauss’ Ariadne, the extra ten minutes that we added to Dimmalimm, isn’t such a dramatic change. 

 

The Performers 
We have mentioned earlier that before writing the opera Dimmalimm we wrote another mini opera (The Seal Man) to learn 
from that process. Two singers and three instrumentalists suited that story just fine. With this experience we made our 
old plan, defining that a mini opera needed only 3 – 5 instrumentalists, 1 – 2 singers, and 1 dancer/actor (if wanted).  

However, once we had added a third character to the plot of Dimmalimm, our old structure of the performers group had 
already started to shake. In our old plan there was room for three characters on stage but only two singers. This meant 
that the third person would then be an actor or a dancer. This would have been fine in Dimmalimm as well, but we truly 
wanted all the main characters to sing as much as possible. So we started by allowing for three singers instead of just two 
and therefore did our old definition of mini opera change once again.  

                                                
36 Batta, 606-611. 
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We soon realized that the story actually demanded for two changes of the surroundings (act 1 in the palace, act 2 in the 
forest, act 3 in the palace again) and remembering that in such a short performance one does not want to loose precious 
minutes do to long blackouts and pauses.  
So, we had two choices:   

1. Ignore the problem and let the performers and the director solve this themselves later on.  

2. Write the music and libretto with this in mind to make the story as seamless as possible. 

We chose the second option. Our libretto mentor, Kjell-Peder Johanson, suggested to create two new characters in the 
story, played by dancers. That would make the transitions between the acts work more smoothly then if a normal stage 
assistants would fix it. Immediately all changes between scenes and acts where solved and no time lost in utter darkness. 
Johanson pointed out that two dancers would lift the whole show up to new heights and at the same time, positively 
influence the dramatic expressions of the rest of the group. He finally added: “When in doubt, always use dancers to 
improve the show!”37 

 

The Collaboration 
A big factor in creating an opera is the collaboration between the composer and the librettist and how the two manage 
their communication and work. To establish a good work-relationship in such an intimate manner takes a long time, but 
is needed for creation of any kind. In our case, before writing the test opera (The Seal Man) and this opera (Dimmalimm) 
we had no experience in this field of work, i.e. “opera-making”. We deliberately decided to create our own way of work-
ing together without reading much about the collaboration of other composer/libretto teams throughout history. That 
way we felt it would be more interesting to compare our collaboration to others after our mini opera was written.  

In this section we describe the basics of our own collaboration and work methods as well as comparing it to the collabo-
ration of three composer/librettist teams that are known for their work throughout history: Mozart & Da Ponte (Le nozze 
de Figaro and Don Giovanni), Verdi & Boito (Otello and Falstaff) and Puccini & Illica & Giacosa (La bohème and Tosca) 

 

Working Closely Together 
The fact that we live together and are engaged to one another makes the collaboration different from most other com-
poser/librettist teams. Our way of collaborating was literally to work side by side from the very beginning of the proc-
ess. That meant that all commentary, feedback and discussion happened as soon as a problem arose. Because of our 
unique situation, all the working sessions happened face to face, and therefore there aren’t any written documents that 
describe our dialogs and discussions, unlike Verdi & Boito, and Puccini & Ricordi38, who communicated through letters. 

In fact, as soon as the librettist had written a phrase or a verse, the composer was called upon (from the other room) to 
read through the new material along with subtext descriptions. He commented directly on the material and the librettist 
made the changes on the spot. When both parties were satisfied with the text material, the composer recorded the libret-
tist reading the scenes aloud, in a theatrical way, and wrote down important places in the text (as highlighted text shows 
in Figure 4).  Then the composer would start writing music to the text, asking the librettist to comment on each new part. 

The only team of the three earlier mentioned teams that had this kind of a work method was Mozart and Da Ponte when 
they worked on their first opera together, Le nozze di Figaro. In his memoir Da Ponte recalls: “As soon as I wrote the 
words, Mozart set them to music.”39 In their case, they were neighbors in one of Vienna’s most fashionable quarters, both 
living near the Stephansplatz at the time. They worked for six weeks on this marvelous masterpiece, going back-and-
forth across the Stephansplatz, but sadly to say neither of them left any details on how exactly the collaboration worked. 
However, it is obvious that they must have worked as mad men; Da Ponte writing page after page transfiguring Pierre 

                                                
37 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson, Piteå, November 12, 2009. 
38 Puccini’s editor to whom he send all his letters and therefore we know about Puccini’s working methods. 
39 Bolt, 144. 
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Beaumarchais40 play into poetry that sang in itself, and Mozart composing the music at lightning speed, making the 
characters and the whole plot come to life with his wonderful music. The reason for their unnaturally fast writing was 
that they were doing the opera in secrecy.41 Their opera is a memorable masterpiece and we can only hope that our 
Dimmalimm will one day be appreciated too. 

 

 

Our Mentors 
As students we have access to mentors and teachers at our school in Piteå and for this project we had the honor to work 
with the actor and stage director Kjell-Peder Johanson and the professor/composer Jan Sandström. It was no coincidence 
that we preferred to work with these very experienced and qualified teachers. Sandström and Johanson have both a vast 
experience of writing and working on opera. Together they wrote the opera Good Night Madame! (Premier 2006). Apart 
from that opera both have several opera and musical theater shows under their belts. One could say that their part in our 
writing process was similar to what Giulio Ricordi (Puccini’s editor who also published Verdi’s operas) was to Puccini 
and his librettists, Luigi Illica and Giuseppe Giacosa, when working on La bohéme. In one of Puccini’s letters to Ricordi, 
Puccini is complaining about the libretto. On the 7th of September 1894, Puccini wrote: 

It would be a good thing if you would glance through it [the second act of the opera] too, and rid it of 
certain extravagances, which are really quite inessential. For example: “The horse is the king of ani-
mals,” and “Rivers are wines made of water,” and many other such lines which Illica loves like his 
own sons (if he had any).42 

                                                
40 Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarcis (1732-1799), French playwright and musician. Wrote three Figaro plays.  

(Oxford concise dictionary of music) 
41Bolt, 144-149 
42 Giacomo Puccini. Letters of Giacomo Puccini (Rev.), ed. Guseppi Adami and Mosco Carner. (London: Harrap, 1974), 99. 

 
Figure 4: The composers sketch from the second act of Dimmalimm 
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And in another letter to Ricordi written in 1895: 

You, my best of poets, mender of other’s faults, will find the solution and send it to me.43 

This cry of help that Puccini expressed to Recordi is very well known to us and could describe some of the conversations 
that we had with Sandström and Johanson, especially in the beginning of our process. 

In the beginning we made a plan for how to write the opera (see the original plan) and how to organize the lessons with 
our mentors, here are the 7 steps we had planned:  

1. The librettist writes a scene 
2. The composer & librettist go through the new scene with libretto mentor, Johansson.  
3. The librettist makes changes in text, if necessary, until scene is accepted by both composer and librettist.  
4. The composer writes music for the scene. 
5. The composer & librettist go through the new music with composing mentor, Sandström.  
6. The composer makes changes in the music, if necessary, until scene is accepted by both composer and librettist. 
7. Start the next scene 

However, this original plan was forced to be changed.  
It got more and more difficult to book lessons with the teachers because of their, understandably, tight schedule. So in-
stead of going through each scene step by step with the teachers before writing the next one, we wrote each act as a 
whole before sending it away (via email) to Sandström and Johanson. This meant that we went over much more material 
at each meeting with the mentors than was originally planned. 

In the beginning of the writing process, we wrote at a very slow pace, line by line, song for song. As the deadline date 
came closer, the scenes seemed to start writing themselves. Our writing-speed was so increased that the second half of 
the third act (the third act was written before the second act), and the whole second act were written and completed in 
less than 30 days. Perhaps we were inspired by Mozart’s and Da Ponte’s way of thinking; “men without commissions 
must work rapidly” 44 

 

The Dramatization and Interpretation 
In a process like this the ideas change from one day to the next. One day we have a children's story with two characters, 
the next we have changed the target group to young adults and a new character has been born to make the plot more 
interesting. Our ideas and thoughts on how to interpret the story in music, words and dramatization, changed through-
out the whole process. This flow of ideas was of course both a great joy and at the same time one of the hardest things 
when it came to writing our mini opera.  

When reading about Puccini’s La Boheme, one sees how hard and difficult the process can be for both the librettist(s) and 
the composer. The famous drinking scene in La Boheme’s first act, was actually in the forth act in the first draft of the li-
bretto. This scene was the toughest part to agree up on for the composer and the librettists. In his letters to his editor, 
Giulio Ricordi, Puccini describes his troubles. On the 9th of October 1895, Puccini wrote: 

No, Act IV is not short, far from it! Yet brevity is a great merit, as Colline also says. [These words are 
given to Rudolph in the final version of Act I.] With regard to the connecting passage, if we cut the 
toast, what you propose does not appear to me at all right, because Schaunard says, “Give me the 
tankard,” and Marcel gives him it. Then Schaunard’s laughing repetition which you suggest, “Give 
me the goblet,” seems to me superfluous and out of place […] I should like Illica to write two or three 
lines, short or long as he prefers, with which to close the incident of Schaunard’s interrupted toast. 45 

                                                
43 Ibid., 109. 
44Bolt, 144. 
45 Giacomo Puccini, 103-104. 
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Later in another letter the same month, Puccini writes: 

That toast will be my death! I don’t know what to do about it. It is a serious matter unless I find some 
new idea instead. … I’ll leave it blank, and they can speak it!!!46 

Puccini’s remarks may seem overly dramatic but it can be difficult when the libretto seems perfect, but the music just 
doesn’t come naturally. In our case we mostly had a good time, there weren’t too many frustrating scenes to rethink, but 
of course there were a few difficult places that we needed especially to work on. 

Here we will look at some of these difficult places, the changes we made to them and why we did so.  

 

The Libretto 
It’s not always easy to find the right words for a dialogue, aria or a monologue. For some composers and librettists it 
takes years of hard work and rewriting scenes, phrases and moving dialogues back and forth until they find their true 
place and meaning. It doesn’t mean that the composer or librettist is unqualified for the job (think of Verdi and Boito that 
took 8 years to write their masterpiece Otello). Some “opera-births” simply take more time than others. To some extent 
this was also the case for us when writing the music and the libretto of Dimmalimm: Some scenes needed to be reconsid-
ered and some phrases were rewritten or deleted before we were satisfied with the libretto. However, when looking 
back at our old sketches and the first drafts of the libretto, it’s quite interesting to see that most of it is exactly the same.  

As seen in the chapters The Original Plan and Previous Research, there was a great deal of preparation and research done 
before writing a single word or a note. The discussions we had amongst ourselves or with our teachers were often very 
interesting, tossing ideas back and forth, bending, twisting and analyzing them until our heads started to spin.  

However, when we finally started to get something down on paper one of the first things we wrote together was a thor-
ough character and biographical description of Dimmalimm, Turannos Grim and Ammaramm along with their relations 
with each other. These character chards (as we called these descriptions) turned out to be one of the most useful tools for 
Margrét while writing the libretto. Keeping in mind all that had been said and done, the words and music often seemed 
to come without much trouble.  

Our own preparations and the lessons and the discussions with our mentors are the two main reasons why relatively 
little had to be changed once it was written in the libretto or the music score.   

The few places that were noticeably changed in the libretto, after the first draft, can be categorized into three groups: 

1. Text that was partly rewritten (that is, words that were changed in some way) 

2. Text that was deleted 

3. Text that was moved within the libretto  

Below are examples from each group and explanations of the reasons or thoughts behind the changes. 

Group 1 – Text Rewritten  
Figure 5 and Figure 6 are examples that show how one part was rewritten and changed from the first draft to the final 
version of the libretto. Dimmalimm has just been informed by Turannos that he plans to marry her that same evening. 
Dimmalimm tries desperately to save herself by recommending another bride but Turannos will not be fooled: 

One thing that one must always keep in mind when writing a libretto or lyrics of any kind: the words have to inspire the 
composer and still leave enough blanks for the music to fill in the gaps (Like the pictures in Thorsteinssons book filled in 
the gaps of the text). An interesting rhythm or a melodic way about the text helps to create the music. The version in 
Figure 5 was too thorough and plane. There were no gaps to be filled and the text didn’t sing! Something had to be done.  

                                                
46 Puccini, 105. 
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One of our mentors once said: “Don’t be so precise, leave something blank for the composer to deal with”47. The phrase 
“I’m just a silly girl, don’t take me” in Figure 5 was turned into a subtext in the final version and repeated with different 
subtexts for each time or as Johanson said when discussing the matter:  
“A phrase that is sung more than once with different subtexts…. That is drama!”48 

After writing this part a few times, the conclusion (see Figure 6) was finally singing and ready for composing.   

 

                                                
47 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson, Piteå, November 12, 2009. 
48 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson, Piteå, October 10, 2009. 

 
 

Figure 5: 
A part from the first draft of Parlando 2 in Act 1 

 
 

Figure 6: 
The final version of the same part from Parlando 2 
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Group 2 - Text deleted 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 are typical examples of how some phrases from a monolog were deleted from the libretto. Dim-
malimm has just escaped from the castle. She stops in a forest clearing to catch her breath and plans to keep on running 
but once she sees peaceful surroundings she decides to rest there for awhile: 

 

There were a few places in the opera where the dialogues were unnecessarily precise in explaining the characters 
thoughts and situation. In most of these places (like in Figure 5 and Figure 7) the words that were taken out in the final 
version could easily be expressed in the music or with the singers acting. Like our mentor Kjell-Peder once said when 
working on the libretto:  

“Focus on drama and action, not explanations. If a character needs to explain the situation for the public,  
the librettist and composer have seriously failed!  
Less is always more!”49 

 

Sadly it wasn’t always this easy to cut down and delete phrases from the libretto.  
The figure of speech to kill your darlings, which is often used when editing, became very familiar to Margrét when writing 
the third act of the opera. The act starts with Turannos Grim standing alone in the throne hall of the castle. He gloats to 
himself sure of his cruel plans and victory while waiting for his own and Dimmalimm’s wedding to start: 

 
 

 

                                                
49 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson, Piteå, October 10, 2009. 

 
 

Figure 7:  
From the first draft of Act 2, Parlando 3 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 8: 
From the final version of Act 2, Parlando 3 

 
 

Figure 9:  
The final version of Act 3:  

A part of Turannos’ monologue and aria 
 

 
Figure 10:  

The three deleted verses from Turannos’ aria from 
an early version of Act 3 
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 show two different versions of Turannos aria. In Figure 10 the aria starts with a theme of three 
verses that was later deleted from the opera. To understand the reason for these verses one has to understand the charac-
ter of Turannos Grim. Turranos was born into a poor family and raised by his powerless mother since his father, the 
warlock, was always away plundering the nearest towns and cities with his evil magic. Poor Turannos was not born 
with his father’s magical abilities that he so truly admired. He therefore wants to show the world (and his father) that he 
can achieve the ultimate power even though he isn’t a warlock. He lives his life by plotting and arranging the lives of 
others to reach his own cruel goals.  
 
Although we were pleased with the three verses where Turannos tell his own tale, it was clear that this aria in full length 
would take much more time than we had to give with our time limit. When it came to finally choosing which verses to 
cut it was obvious what was truly relevant for the story and what was just “bonus” material.  Remembering Johanson’s 
words (see quote above) we “killed these little darlings” and kept on writing.  

Group 3 – Text moved 

There was one scene that needed 
to be rearranged so it would get 
the special affect and 
dramatization that we were after.  
This was the fighting scene in act 
3. We wanted to make the public 
feel a true compassion for Prince 
Ammaramm when he bursts in to 
the castle to face Turannos. At the 
same time we wanted to create a 
small humoristic moment that 
would lead to a more serious and 
frightening duel between the two. 

When Margrét had written the first draft of this scene there was something odd about it. Some changes were made but 
still there was something wrong with the scene even though we both felt that all the pieces were there. Having very few 
hairs left on our heads we finally met our mentor Kjell-Peder Johanson who helped to solve the puzzle. 

The problem with the scene was quite obvious once it had been 
pointed out to us by Johanson: The librettist had arranged the 
“effect-moments” in the wrong order considering dramatic 
timing and the response that we wanted to get from the public.  

 
In the old version the formula of the scene was as follows: 
Ammaramm comes in and shows unexpectedly that he is a true 
hero, not just a clown. He and Turannos start fighting and a 
humorous moment occurs where the prince complains about the 
short time he had to tolerate being a bird. At that point in the 
fight the joke ruined the prince’s “hero build-up” and with it 
flew the publics compassion.  

So we changed the formula: The prince bursts in and makes the 
joke that the public expected from him. Then he does the 
unexpected; Ammaramm truly starts to defend Dimmalimm’s 
and his own honor by fighting Turannos, while gaining the 

publics compassion (which means that they start to root for the prince). This makes for a much more dramatic blow 
when Turannos seems to be winning, until princess Dimmalimm steps in and saves the day… 
 
(To read the whole libretto and see/hear the music see Appendix 1: Dimmalimm, full score) 

 
Figure 11:  

A small sketch from the first version of the fight scene 

 
Figure 12:  

One part of the puzzle from the fight scene in Act 3 
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The Stage Directions and Subtext 
When writing something that is meant for a theatrical 
performance it’s essential for the writers (both composer and 
librettist) to keep the theatrical possibilities in mind at all times. 
Luckily we have done our fair share of theater and drama in the 
past so we had an idea of how a stage could be organized, what 
is realistically possible and what the stage directions in a 
playbook50 usually look like.     

It is usually the stage director that has the last word on what 
happens on stage but without the writers giving hints or 
directions in their playbooks or, as in our case, the libretto the 
character and the message of the opera could easily be 
misunderstood.  

That being said the real reason for why any author, poet, 
librettist or play write should picture the setting of the story 
theatrically (or imagine it as a film) is simply because when one 

is at the place where the story happens and sees what happens (even if it is all in the writers head) it is so much easier to 
narrate in a realistic and interesting way.  

In our case we always wanted to invite the audience into the fairytale world were anything can happen and one should 
be prepared to see everything from a flying cow to a family of robot hamburgers walking by. It’s like Johanson said 
when he realized which world he was stepping into by working with us:   

The story is actually created in the publics’ fantasy. If you establish from the very beginning that it is a fairytale 
then people won’t be disturbed even though one of the main characters would be turned into a computer, it’s a 
fairytale so everything goes and there is no need for explanations!51  

Originally the mini opera Dimmalimm was 
supposed to have three settings,  
one for each act;  
Act one - in the castle garden 
Act two - in the forest  
Act three - in the thrown hall, inside the castle.  

Shortly after we started writing the libretto we 
realized that these three different settings 
would demand many stage attributes and 
three different sceneries which would not be 
so convenient or economical for a minimalistic 
show that should be able to go on tour. So 
with some minor changes to the libretto we 
changed the stage settings to: 

Act one – in an open room, in the castle 
Act two – in the forest 
Act three – again in an open room, 
 in the castle 

There was another upside to moving the first act into the castle (instead of being in the garden), that way it would be 
easier to portrait the prison that Dimmalimm lives in. She is locked away from the outside world, never being able to see 
the clear sky or smell the flowers. So, her longing to flee the castle would be much more understandable.  

                                                
50 The word playbook is often used in theater and is correspondent to the libretto in the opera world. It includes dia-
logues, subtexts and stage directions. 
51 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson and Jan Sandström, Piteå, September 29, 2009. 

 

 
Figure 13:  

An early sketch of the stage set up  
where the opera was performed 

 
 

Figure 14:  
A primitive sketch of the surroundings of Dimmalimm’s castle 
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The most common question that our libretto mentor got from us was: How could one do that on stage?  
The answer was always the same: No problem!  
One part that Margrét dwelled upon for quite some time before writing the stage directions in that particular scene was 
the transformation moment when the swan becomes a prince again in the second act. The problem wasn’t imagining the 
transformation in the story, the problem was understanding how it would be possible to do it on stage in a simple but an 
interesting way. Johansson had a solution to that problem as well:  

 
“That’s no problem, the singer will just have to 
rip his shirt off!” 52 

There is so much to keep in mind when writing 
a piece like Dimmalimm. Although our teachers 
told us constantly not to get lost in explaining 
the story to the audience we knew that it was 
important to at least give our performers some 
hints and tips about the message we wanted to 
get across. We had a certain thought behind 
every word and note so in those places where 
we felt it was necessary to steer the direction of 
that particular phrase (or theme) we wrote 
short subtexts. However, a good performer will 
always take the material and make it his/her 
own, so we avoided overloading the libretto 
with information to the performers (see Figure 
15). 

 

The Music 
The process of writing music, is a one of endless changes, most of which occur in the composer’s head. When writing a 
bigger work, like an opera, the first piece of music that is written is always going to influence the rest. This means of 
course that the first few bars of music are the most difficult ones to write. In this chapter we will look at the first aria that 
was written (Let my emotions die from scene 5) and go through the changes that occurred in the beginning of the process. 
Then we will take a look at two other places that changed drastically as the whole work evolved. The examples that will 
be taken are all from Act 1. 

 

An Aria in the Making – Let My Emotions Die 

Scene 5, Let my emotions die, was the first music composed. Gísli started working on it on the 19th of October 2009.  
All changes made in the aria became the basis for how the rest of the opera was composed. One could say that this aria is 
the foundation of the opera so it is quite fitting to take a closer look at its musical birth.  

The beginning, a passacaglia theme53, starts with the bassoon and then continues to the bass clarinet. This theme (the 
lament theme54) is the foundation of the whole scene, and appears in many different places through the opera (see Figure 
16). The theme is played in the bass instruments (bass clarinet, bassoon and in the accordion bass) and the melody is 
created around this main theme. However, the string instruments play variations on the melody. 

                                                
52 Recordings from lesson with Kjell-Peder Johanson and Jan Sandström, Piteå, September 29, 2009. 
53 A passacaglia is a musical piece, which is basically a continuous variation over a bass theme. This bass theme is called 
passacaglia theme. 
54 The lament theme, symbolizes the falling tears. It is similar to Henry Purcell’s passacaglia theme from his aria Dido’s 
Lament ("When I am laid in earth") from the opera Dido and Aneas. 

     

 
 

Figure 15: From Parlando 2, Act 1 
An example of the use of subtext and stage directions in the libretto. 
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The first 7 bars of the 5th scene are exactly the same in the first draft as in the final version, but the next 8 bars changed a 
lot during the first 6 days of work. The first version can be seen in Figure 17, where the strings play a canon based on the 
lament theme, while the woodwinds play the theme repeatedly in unison. 

  

In a lesson with Sandström, Gísli got some tips and tricks to help with the dramatization. Sandström suggested that the 
flow in the music should be interrupted in specific places to give the singer enough space to show the torments and the 
emotions of the character. Thus providing the audience a chance to follow the story better. The final version of this part 
can be seen in Figure 18. By removing the bassoon melody, and starting the bass clarinet later (one bar after M, see 
Figure 18), one notices every tone much better. The bass clarinet can play much softer than a bassoon so the lament 
theme does not dominate in this part, but is still heard in the background. The decorative notes that were added to the 
string melodies in Figure 17 fills the whole part with life and therefore becomes more effective.55 The break in bar 16 
gives the singer a little more time to start singing after this passionate instrumental part and makes the audience hold 
their breath until the singer starts again which gives an ever grater suspencion. 

                                                
55 In this instrumental part the dancers interpret the angst and the pain Dimmalimm is feeling and is heard in the music.  

 
Figure 16:  The passacaglia theme 

 
Figure 17:  The bars 8 - 15 of Scene 5, Let my emotions die in the first version of the aria. 
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In the same lesson mentioned above with Sandström, he pointed out that the song melody was at some parts, as he 
called it, “too beautiful”. Sandström stated that the arias of an opera must have a more dramatic melody than is often 
heard in a lied song56: “In opera one must exaggerate the movement of the music. More drama!”57.  That was the main 
reason for the change of bars 19 to 21, which you can see in Figure 19. In the first version of the aria (the first line in 
Figure 19), the singer ends her phrase in bar 20 on a a#’, but in the final version (lower line) she sings on for a whole bar 
longer, going from a g#’ up a diminished seven (to f’’) and then falling down to the c’’. This kind of a dramatization of 
the melody was used for writing the rest of the opera, and Sandström’s golden guideline kept in mind: “Use the singers; 
they want to show off their abilities. […] Use more dramatic - and sometimes longer notes so it’s more fun to sing the 
phrases.”58  

   

One of the most difficult parts of the whole opera was bar 22 - 29 in the final version (see Figure 22). This is the climax of 
the aria, and is one of the most important parts of the whole opera, because this is the aria where Dimmalimm decides to 
run away from her cruel guardian.  This part was rewritten at least 3 times. Here are a few examples of how this part 
changed over a period of 7 days. (Figure 20 and Figure 21).  

                                                
56 In Oxford concise dictionary of music, lied is defined as: “[…] a distinctive type of German solo vocal composition 
which came into being as an outcome of the Romantic movement of the late 18th and early 19th century.” 
57 Notes from a lesson with prof. Jan Sandström, 23rd of October 2009. 
58 Ibid. 

 
Figure 18:  The bars 8 - 16 of Scene 5, Let my emotions die in the final version of the aria. 

  
 

  
 

Figure 19:  Bars 18 - 21 of the first version of the aria (top line) and  
bars 19 to 22 in the final version of the aria (lower line). 
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When comparing Figure 20 and Figure 21, it becomes clear that bar 22 in Figure 20 (the first bar with 3/4 time signature) 
does not exist in Figure 22 and Figure 21. In the lesson previously mentioned, Sandström recommended that this bar 
should be deleted to keep the flow in the music. Due to this change the three first notes of the violin voice were moved 
from bar 22 in Figure 20 to the next bar (bar 23) as one can see in Figure 21, and the rest of the old bar (bar 22 in Figure 
20), was deleted.  

 

 
Figure 21: The bars 20 - 29 of Scene 5, Let my emotions die in the second version of the aria. 

 
Figure 20: The bars 20 - 29 of Scene 5, Let my emotions die in the first version of the aria. 
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Another place that kept changing both in the melody and in the orchestration was where singer has the a’’ note with the 
text:  “empty shell!” in bars 25 - 27 (see Figure 22). In the first meeting with Sandström, he pointed out that this high tone 
should end with a “pow”59, because it has all the makings of a great climax tone. With this in mind these bars were re-
written and this alternation can be seen in Figure 21. That version has a “pow”, and in fact two of them, one before the 
word “shell!” and one after. This proved to be too much, and frankly not the most dramatic way of using the material. In 
another lesson with Sandström he recommended that there would be a pause in the whole orchestra before the singer 
comes in with her high and thrilling a-note (“shell!”), and then the accompaniment would follow and end in a “pow”. 
This gave the thrilling effect that we were after and can the final version be seen here below in Figure 22. 

 

 

Parlando 2  

Since the first aria took such a long time to compose, it had the most time to change throughout the process. After that 
aria was written the rest of the opera came quite quickly to life. However there was one very important part that 
changed quite late in the process; bars 10 - 19 in the final version of scene 4, Parlando 2 (see Figure 23). Only the libretto 
was finished when we had the first lesson with Sandström, but even at that early stage he pointed out that this place 
(bars 10 - 13 in Figure 24) should be the place where the public would gasp in horror. In the first draft of the libretto, 
Dimmalimm was suppose to whisper at this point “Goodness me”, but Sandström pointed out that it would be much 
more effective for the public if Dimmalimm would not say anything at all, it would make a freezing and horribly dark 
moment. After the moment has passed, Dimmalimm tries to manipulate the evil guardian, Turannos, by singing: “Such a 
glorious man, as yourself will be happier with some grand countess or baroness.”   

                                                
59 Here Prof. Sandström means that the orchestra should end the musical phrase playing loudly a powerful chord. 

 
Figure 22: The bars 22 - 29 of Scene 5, Let my emotions die in the final version of the aria. 
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The first version of the music can be seen in Figure 24, and by looking at it; one sees clearly that there are 5 new bars 
(bars 13 - 17) in the final version (Figure 23). These 5 new bars were added to make the music start slower and in waves, 
almost like a car that has difficulties starting in cold winter mornings. Because of this, the listener gets the feeling that 
something so horrible has happened that even the music has difficulties starting again (which is much more effective 
than the original version). These 5 new bars were based on the bars 13 - 17 in Figure 24, but with some added notes in 
the bass and in new time signatures. This was done to deform the original accompaniment, which is based on scene 1, 
The Princess Song. These added notes in the bass were then used in bars 19 - 21 in the final version (Figure 23), to keep 
this terrifying atmosphere while the lovely melody is sung. This makes this part of the scene one of the most frightening 
and daring parts of the whole opera. These 5 bars became so important part of the whole opera that the overture starts 
with these same 5 bars. 

It is also interesting to take a look at bar 18 in Figure 23, where the singer starts alone on the second beat of the bar and 
holds her tone to the next bar where the accompaniment comes in. When compared to Figure 24, one can see that there 
the accompaniment starts on the first beat of the bar and the singer follows at the fourth beat of the same bar. This is a 
very obvious place where Gísli follows the opera writing tips from Sandström, mentioned above (longer tones, and more 
dramatic lines in the singers melodies).  

 
 

Figure 24: The bars 10 - 17 of Scene 4, Parlando 2 in the first version. 

 
Figure 23: The bars 10 - 22 of Scene 4, Parlando 2 in the final version. 
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Parlando 1 

Another part that was changed drastically late in the process, were bars 10 - 18 in scene 2, Parlando 1 (see Figure 25). In 
the second lesson with Prof. Sandström, he pointed out that a good way to underline the insanity of the Turannos char-
acter was to write the music so that “[…] each time TG “speaks” sick disturbances can be heard in the orchestra accom-
paniment = sick man”.60  

 

Because Sandström mentioned this idea so soon in the process, it had an important influence on the rest of the music 
written for the character of Turannos. The changes however, in these bars (10 - 18) were one of the last music written 
since it was not certain how much disturbances there should be in the orchestra accompaniment at this point in the op-
era. The difference can be seen in Figure 26. 

 

 

Here we have gone through a few examples of where and in what parts the music changed under the process of writing 
it, and why these changes occurred. Of course, there were many other places that the music was changed, but these ex-
amples are the places that changed the most. Small changes also occurred later on when we started to play the music. In 
most cases we changed a note here and deleted one there, which is not worth going through in detail.  

                                                
60 Notes from a lesson with prof. Jan Sandström, 12th of November 2009. 

 
Figure 25: The bars 10 - 17 of Scene 2, Parlando 1 in the final version. 

 
Figure 26: The bars 10 - 17 of Scene 2, Parlando 1 in an earlier version. 
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Conclusions and Discussion 
 

When writing the opera these two phrases helped to keep the balance in our collaboration: 

“However talented a composer may be, he will always write only mediocre music if the poet does not 
arouse in him that enthusiasm without which the works of all arts are weak and flabby”[…] 61 

Christoph Willibald Gluck 

 “In an opera the poem must unquestionably be the obedient daughter of the music” […] 62 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

By balancing the weight of the music and the libretto, we hope to have created an interesting, inspiring, and perhaps 
compelling work that can influence other people to try our new defined form of the mini opera. 

 

Discussion 

The Results 
When looking back at our original two questions:  

What changes/alternations occurred in the process and why did they occur.  

We feel that these questions were written many years ago, even though it has only been 8 months.  
The people that we have worked with to get to this point and the things that we have experienced, read, written, seen 
and done, put together seem like a lifetime of hard work, friendships, tears and laughs. 

It wasn’t easy to find the answers to our thesis questions. We did our best to discuss the matter of every twist and turn 
hoping that it might be useful to others, e.g. when we described our collaboration and how we used the original story to 
create the opera.  

After all the work that has been done, the general answer might seem very simple; 
All that could be changed or altered in the process, did evolve or take a turn in one way or another. Why?  
Creativity demands life and everything that is alive is constantly changing.  
The trick is just to know when to stop and enjoy the achievement. 

 

The Methods 
Learning by doing was the key to our work. By first writing a test opera with no pressure from a “higher power” we 
created our own methods and work plan. In that way we got a little taste of how difficult it can be to write an opera from 
scratch. It was actually just luck that our first try was based on an already composed song. It taught us how effective it is 
to start writing the climax of the opera and the key scenes because then the rest can be solved. This became an important 
method that we used in Dimmalimm and will now use in all our creative work in the future.  

The help that we got from our mentors, Sandström and Johanson, cannot be underastimated. Having these gentlemen, 
with all their experience, pushing us back on track whenever we were sliding away from our goals, was invaluable, 
especially in the beginning of the process. We probably would have reach our goal to write a mini opera without their 
help, but we never would have learned as much about creative thinking, collaboration and dramatization if not for their 
constant demand to reconsider scenes, single phrases and music lines.  

                                                
61 Edgar Istel. The Art of Writing Opera-Librettos: Practical Suggestions. (New York: G. Schirmer, inc., 1922), 1. 
62 Ibid., 2. 
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There are endless amount of things that we could have done differently, like writing a piano rehearsalscore (to make it 
easier for the singers to learn the music), start by writing the last act instead of the first, skip the overture and go straight 
to the first scene, etc. We can not estimate if by doing differently the opera would have been better or worse, it simply 
would have been different. 

Our way of working together was both exhausting and very educating; we learned to critizise one another and to get 
critizised. This process of molding ideas together into something so fasinating and beautiful is the best reward of all. 

 

Conclusions 
To write an opera, however minimalistic or short, is a long and exhausting process, but very rewarding and joyful at the 
same time. We are very pleased with our creation and feel that with this project we have reached a higher level as writ-
ers and as musicians.  
We have now adapted another way of artistic thinking in our creative work that may help others as well.  
Keep in mind:  

• Everything is possible! 

• Focus on real passion and action, not the explanations.   

• More drama! 

We would gladly do it all over again in the same way (after a short vacation). 

 

After all that has been said and done we must agree with Verdi, as he wrote in a letter to Boito on the 15th of January 
1881: 

You, my dear Boito, imagine that you have finished? Quite the contrary! We will have finished after the 
dress rehearsal, if we actually reach it.63 

We did reach the dress rehearsal and the premiere and all the performances after that, but it seems like one is 
never finished (see Epilogue). The mini opera Dimmalimm has been written and is done but the creative teamwork 
of Gísli Jóhann Grétarsson and Margrét Brynjarsdóttir has just begun.

                                                
63 Marcello Conati and Mario Medici, ed. The Verdi-Boito Correspondence. (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1994), 29-30. 
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Epilogue 
 

The mini opera Dimmalimm was premiered on the 23rd of April 2010 in Piteå, Sweden.  
There were over 40 people that assisted and worked on the stage production, in one way or another. Dimmalimm was 
performed several times for life audiences who applauded the opera greatly. A studio recording was made in April 2010, 
with Lena Weman Ericsson as producer that has now been produced for the public marked. The project made such an 
impact on both audiences and benefiters that a tour outside of Sweden is now (June 2010) being organized for the sum-
mer of 2011. The Luleå University of Technology, the Institution of Music and Media, has asked the authors for permis-
sion to use video and audio recordings of the opera to promote the school both nationally and internationally.  
For further reading visit www.miniopera.se  

The fairytale of Dimmalimm continues… 

 

 

 

 

 

 


